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Abstract 
 
A great deal of studies has already been performed in understanding the basis of macromolecular 
recognition in proteins. Based on these studies efforts have been made to develop protein-protein 
docking algorithms that can predict the geometric orientation of the interacting molecules from 
their individual unbound states. Despite advances, several significant difficulties remain. We 
address a few of them by developing methods to infer protein quaternary structure from 
crystalline state, and improve structural and chemical understanding of protein-protein 
interactions through the complex prediction. 
 
The understanding of the interaction geometry is the first step in a protein-protein interaction 
study. Yet, no consistent method exists to assess the geometric compatibility of the interacting 
interface because of its highly rugged nature. We addressed this problem by developing a new 
set of geometric measures to assess the surface complementarity and packing at the protein 
interface. The measures showed a high discriminative power to segregate the artificial interface 
from the biological ones. We combined these and several new ones to devise a Boolean 
framework incorporating Bayes classifier and point-group symmetry to infer especially weak and 
very weak affinity quaternary structures from the Protein Data Bank. From the insights gained, 
two important questions in protein-protein docking was addressed: (i) how to handle the large 
number of decoys generated during docking search, and (ii) how to improve the ranking of the 
docking decoys that are close to native-like structures. We established a rule that native-like 
decoys must have the largest, or close to the largest, interface. This rule, tested on a standard 
benchmark, was successful in 91% of the cases in reducing the decoy set by >95% of the original 
size and filtering native-like decoys. On the reduced decoy set we applied our improved ranking 
scheme, combining the previously stated geometric measures and de novo interaction energies. 
We revealed pair correlation among the geometric measures, as well as the interactions energies, 
to build a new scoring function that performed efficiently. Comparing test cases from standard 
benchmark showed improved ranking performance in comparison to existing state-of-art 
methods. Some of the algorithms developed have been implemented on the web to serve the 
research community. 
 


